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Carpe Diem 
A daily compendium of must visit links from The Hindu | Indian Express | Live Mint | PIB | PRS | AIR | STV | LSTV 
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Editorials from- The Hindu, The Indian Express, Live Mint   
The Hindu- 

 Prosperity in the 21st century 
Economic reforms without a robust agricultural growth may not have reduced urban poverty 

The Hindu- 

 Checks against atrocities 
The task of balancing penal law enforcement and civil liberties is best left to Parliament 

Indian Express- 

 The Constitution was founded on these 
Our founding fathers were driven by the learnings of the past, the turmoil of the present and the possibilities of the 
future. 
Live mint- 

 Has there been a sharp rise in construction of toilets? 
A recent large-scale survey on sanitation in India raises more questions than it answers 
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National 
The Hindu- 

 How is the Chief Justice of India impeached? 
Opposition leaders met Chairman of the Rajya Sabha M. Venkaiah 
Naidu to hand over a motion to impeach Chief Justice of India 
Dipak Misra.  

Live mint- 

 48 sitting MPs/MLAs have pending cases of crime against 
women: ADR report 
BJP tops the list of political parties giving tickets to candidates with cases 
of crime against women with 47 such candidates in past 5 years, BSP 
comes second with 35 and the Congress third with 24, says the report 

The Hindu- 

 Cabinet to discuss death penalty for rape of minors 
Final decision on Ordinance to be taken at meeting today 
 

 

ECONOMY 

The Hindu- 

 CEOs raise retrospective tax, mobility issues with PMs 
Honchos pitch data protection, tech alliance to Modi, May 

Live mint- 

 Demographic dividend, growth and jobs 
The benefit of a demographic dividend depends on whether the bulge in 
working population can be trained, and enough jobs created 

Indian Express- 

 India pitches for independent BRICS credit rating agency 
India had first mooted the idea of having such an agency for the BRICS 
(Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) grouping to can solve 
impediments for the emerging market economies posed by the present 
credit rating agency market that is dominated by S&P, Moody's and 
Fitch. 

Live mint- 

 India’s role in development of Indo-Pacific region to 
expand, says IMF 
India’s role in the development of the Indo-Pacific region will continue to 
expand because of its robust growth, the IMF said but underlined that 
there is room to increase its export orientation 

Science and Technology; Environment 

Live mint - 

 SpaceX rocket successfully launches NASA’s Tess into 
space 
Tess, which is expected to find thousands of new exoplanets orbiting 
nearby stars, lifted off at 4:21 am IST on Thursday on a SpaceX Falcon 9 
rocket from the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida 

Live mint- 

 Glaxo, Novartis join Bill Gates led push to fight drug-resistant 
malaria 
The commitments by Glaxo and Novartis to fight malaria are part of a 
pledge from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 
 

  

 

Multimedia-Videos 

Rajya Sabha TV- 

  The Big Picture- CHOGM: India's pivotal role 
                    

 
To watch: click on the Link/Picture. 

All India Radio 

 
  Spotlight/News Analysis: Discussion on "Overall 

Analysis of Prime Minister’s visit to UK and Sweden" 

                                                                 

 
To Listen- click on the link/picture. 
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